
Topical Issues - Social sciences & humanities – what can TTOs do to support
Mel Knetsch (ESTC) introduced the session by talking about data breakdown from Hughes research 
(NCUB/CBR) and their own KE metrics. Challenge of reporting within STEM framework. Particular 
challenges highlighted by delegates fell broadly under the following themes: 

Language and approach 
 Problematic reference to ‘ business’.  
 Time available [for KEC professionals] to drum up business / interest / profile within AH&SS 

departments.  Talking through ideas and ambitions 
 Lack of examples to raise awareness of activity and its benefits. 
 Link between REF Impact and KEC [should be addressed on ESRC / AHRC websites] 

The role of the KEC office 
 How can the KEC office support non-stem subjects? Do teams need other people with 

different skills and/or backgrounds from those supporting STEM disciplines? 
 Are KEC offices up to date with what's happening in non-stem subjects? Do ASSH have needs

that a KEC office and / or traditional TTO can meet? [Need funding, so need investors and 
partners. Need impact, so need collaborations and case studies.]  

 Facilitation, bringing people together, getting income and impact. 
 Importance of champions on academic side, e.g. HoD sending a particular message about 

value of external engagement. 
 Look at existing outputs, and where internal responsibilities then lie in terms of support. 

How can existing infrastructure best be used? 

Finding appropriate opportunities 
 Huge opportunities for behavioural and social scientists in technology r&d. KEC offices need 

actively to bring AHSS in alongside 'scientists' e.g. find part of company that isn't necessarily 
about tech development [but maybe tech usage].  

 Role of social enterprise in starting conversations – could be a training opportunity.  
 Social enterprise and institutional reputation – Coventry Uni example. 

Funding and finance 
 Scaling up activity e.g. finding finance, partners. 
 Role of KTPs and social enterprise, question for InnovateUK around suitability for funding - 

look at ESRC KTPs [maybe training could pick upon this offering, as a good place to start?]  

Intellectual property 
 Valuation of ideas and know-how.  
 AHSS don't have to declare IP to university, because it's copyright, tends to be personal. 

Attribution very significant though. 
 Awareness a huge issue, often only realised at the end of a collaboration when it's got 

complicated.  
 IP in creative industries can be very savvy.  
 Patents protect things, stop people exploiting, not having a patent means a greater 

willingness to share ideas and collaborate intellectual assets. Patents therefore go against 
social science concept of ‘usefulness’ and ability / willingness / need to share that utility with
others. 

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/collaboration/knowledge-exchange/


Follow-up events: 
 Oxford / Isis workshop, September 2016 
 PrU & ASTP-Proton AH&SS training event, December 2016 


